
POLICE
2016 Optical Collection

The Police 2016 optical collection is the perfect combination between technology, lightness and a retro-
futuristic look. The new styles feature lightweight materials that perfectly match the brand’s modern and 
urban style. The trendy and metropolitan feel of Police stands out in the touch of colour and in the textures 
of the most daring models, while classic shapes are given a modern twist, making the brand’s legendary 
models fashionable once again.  

VPL263 col. C07

This style is the optical version of the brand’s 
revolutionary “floating lenses”. The special treatment 
on a single metal sheet conveys an extremely light 
feel and resistance to the front piece, where the 
lenses appear to be attached to the frame by small 
“paper clips”. 

VPL283 col. 8AS

Transparencies and material contrasts stand out 
in this new unisex style. The round front piece in 
transparent matt acetate “rests” on the metal 
core, which can be distinguished thanks to this 
special interplay of colours and transparencies. 
Transparencies are featured also on the temple tips 
which become both a functional and aesthetic detail. 

VPL288 col. AG2

A light and resistant optical style with a metal frame. 
The unique 2D texture with a blue linen effect gives a 
casual and coloured feel. The symbol of the eagle on 
the front piece expressly recalls the brand’s heritage. 



  

 

2016 FLASH SUNGLASSES COLLECTION

SPL142 col. 711Y

The brand’s vintage spirit clearly stands out in this 
square and retro sunwear style, a perfect model for 
both men and women. The havana acetate of the 
upper section and of the temple tips is combined with 
the golden metal that frames the brown gradient 
lenses. The bridge and the temples are also in metal, 
recalling the brand’s most legendary models. 

SPL141 col. 711

Colours and shapes make this unisex style extremely 
modern while its details reveal a retro inspiration. 
The round lenses and havana acetate front piece 
in honey shades are exalted by the double bridge in 
metal, which has always been the brand’s signature 
detail.   

SPL167 col. KAA

This aviator style with double bridge draws inspiration 
from the brand’s most classic models. The metallic 
wood effect of the frame, resulting from a special 
laser treatment, gives a remarkably decisive and bold 
quality to this model.  


